We report measurements of the exclusive cross section for e The ψ(4415) resonance, the heaviest well established J P C = 1 −− charmonium state, was first observed thirty years ago by the MARK-I [1] and DASP [2] collaborations. Subsequently, although additional e + e − annihilation cross section measurements in the region of the ψ(4415) were reported by the Crystal Ball [4] and BE-SII [5] groups, no update of its parameters were done until 2005, when a combined fit to Crystal Ball and BE-SII data was performed by Seth [3] . Recently, the BES collaboration [5] reported new parameter values for the ψ(3770), ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415) resonances that are derived from a global fit to their cross section measurements.
Despite the kinematic accessibility of ten open-charm strong decay modes for the ψ(4415) its decays to any exclusive final states were not measured until last year, when a study of exclusive e + e − → DD production via initial-state radiation (ISR) at Belle [7] revealed a small enhancement near the ψ(4415) mass. A similar study [8] of DD * production has no evident ψ(4415) signal; the D * D * channel exhibits a small enhancement that may be attributable to the ψ(4415), albeit at a slightly shifted mass value.
In this Letter we report a measurement of the exclusive cross section for the process e + e − → D 0 D − π + and the first observation of ψ(4415) → DD * 2 (2460) decay. It represents a continuation of our studies of the exclusive open charm production in the mass range where recently several new charmonium-like states were observed (Y (4260) [9, 10] , Y (4360), Y (4660) [11] , X(4160) [12] ) decaying to either open-or closed-charm final states. Our study provides further information on the dynamics of charm quarks at these center of mass energies and on the properties of the ψ(4415). The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 673 fb −1 collected with the Belle detector [13] at the Υ(4S) resonance and nearby continuum at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e + e − collider [14] .
We select e + e − → D 0 D − π + γ ISR signal candidates in which the D 0 , D − and π + mesons are fully reconstructed [15] . In general, the γ ISR is not required to be detected and its presence in the event is inferred from a peak at zero in the spectrum of masses recoiling against the D 0 D − π + system. The recoil mass squared is defined as:
DDπ . Here E c.m. is the initial e + e − center-of-mass (c.m.) energy, E DDπ and p DDπ are the c.m. energy and momentum of the D 0 D − π + system, respectively. To suppress background two cases are considered: (1) the γ ISR is out of detector acceptance in which case the polar angle for the
, in the latter case the γ ISR is required to be detected with the mass of the
2 . To suppress backgrounds from e + e − → DDnπγ ISR (n > 1) processes, we exclude events that contain additional charged tracks that are not used in
All charged tracks are required to originate from the vicinity of the interaction point (IP); we impose the requirements dr < 2 cm and |dz| < 4 cm, where dr and |dz| are the impact parameters perpendicular to and along the beam direction with respect to the IP. Charged kaons are required to have a ratio of particle identification likelihoods, [16] , larger than 0.6. No identification requirements are applied for pion candidates. K candidate. D 0 candidates are reconstructed using five decay modes:
2 mass window is used for all modes except for 
for the signal region is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . A clear peak corresponding to the process e + e − → D 0 D − π + γ ISR is evident around zero. The shoulder at higher masses is due to Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 1 (c) , respectively, are typical of ISR production and agree with the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The M D 0 D − π + spectrum after the application of all requirements is shown in Fig. 1 (d) . A clear peak is evident around the ψ(4415) mass.
The following sources of background are considered: (1) Background (4) is also estimated from the data assuming isospin symmetry. We measure the process
applying a similar full reconstruction method. The shape and normalization of this spectrum after efficiency correction is then used to generate a MC sample of
From this MC sample, tuned to the data, the contribution from background (4) is estimated to be less than ∼ 1.5 events/bin, which is subtracted from the signal M D 0 D − π + spectrum. The contribution from background (5) Fig. 2 . Since the bin width is much larger than resolution, no correction for resolution is applied. The systematic errors for the σ(e + e − → D 0 D − π + ) measurements are summarized in Table I . The system- Source
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atic errors associated with the background (1-2) subtraction are estimated to be 2% due to an uncertainty in the scaling factors for the sideband subtractions. It is estimated using fits to the M D 0 and M D − distributions in the data with different signal and background parameterization. Backgrounds (3)- (5) are also subtracted using the data and only the uncertainty in the scaling factors for the subtracted distribution is taken into account. Uncertainties in backgrounds (3)- (5) are estimated conservatively to be smaller than 4.5% of the signal. The systematic error ascribed to the cross section calculation includes a 1.5% error on the differential luminosity and 4.5% error in the total efficiency fit. Another source of systematic error comes from uncertainties in track and photon reconstruction efficiencies (1% per track and 1.5% per photon). Other contributions come from the uncertainty in the kaon identification efficiency and the absolute D 0 and D − branching fractions [17] .
To study the resonant structure in ψ (4415) 
We perform a separate study of e + e − → DD * 2 (2460) and e + e − → D(Dπ) nonD * 2 (2460) . The M D 0 D − π + spectrum for the DD * 2 (2460) signal interval is shown in Fig. 4(a) . A clear peak corresponding to ψ(4415) → DD * 2 (2460) decay is evident near the DD * 2 (2460) threshold. Assuming J P = 2 + for D * 2 (2460) mesons [17] , the signal of ψ(4415) → DD * 2 (2460) should be described by a d-wave relativistic Breit-Wigner (RBW) function. However, to compare mass and width of the obtained ψ(4415) signal with the corresponding ψ(4415) resonance parameters measured in the inclusive study [17] , we perform a likelihood fit to M D 0 D − π + distribution with the DD * 2 (2460) signal parameterized by an s-wave RBW function. The fit with the d-wave RBW function, which would be appropriate for the studied decay channel, is found to be unstable with respect to variations in the background parameterization. To account for background and a possible non-resonant
with a floating normalization. Finally, the sum of the signal and background functions is multiplied by the mass-dependent linear efficiency function and differential ISR luminosity. The fit, shown as a solid curve in Fig. 4(a) , yields 109 ± 25(stat.) signal events. The significance for the signal is obtained from the quantity −2 ln(L 0 /L max ), where L max is the maximum likelihood returned by the fit, and L 0 is the likelihood with the amplitude of the Breit-Wigner function set to zero. Taking the reduction in the number of degrees of freedom into account, we determine the significance of the ψ(4415) signal to be ∼ 10σ. The obtained peak mass m ψ(4415) = (4.411 ± 0.007(stat.)) GeV/c 2 and total width Γ tot = (77 ± 20(stat.)) MeV/c 2 are in good agreement with the PDG [17] values, the recent BES results [6] and predictions of Ref. [18] ground. The fit to this distribution with the ψ(4415) signal function (an s-wave RBW function with mass and width fixed to the result of the previous fit) and a secondorder polynomial function yields a negative ψ(4415) signal that is consistent with zero. We calculate the upper limit on the ψ(4415) yield to be 18 events at 90% C.L. We assume a phase-space-like ψ We thank the KEKB group for excellent operation of the accelerator, the KEK cryogenics group for efficient solenoid operations, and the KEK computer group and the NII for valuable computing and Super-SINET net-
